DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING
INTRODUCTION TO DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING

Downstream processing refers to the recovery and purification of biosynthetic products,

particularly

pharmaceuticals, from natural sources such as animal or plant tissue or fermentation broth, including the recycling of
salvageable components and the proper treatment and disposal of waste. It is an essential step in the manufacture of
pharmaceuticals such as antibiotics, hormones (e.g. insulin and human growth hormone), antibodies (e.g. infliximab
and abciximab) and vaccines; antibodies and enzymes used in diagnostics; industrial enzymes; and natural fragrance
and flavor compounds. Downstream processing is usually considered a specialized field in biochemical engineering,
itself a specialization within chemical engineering, though many of the key technologies were developed by chemists
and biologists for laboratory-scale separation of biological products.
Downstream processing and analytical bioseparation both refer to the separation or purification of biological products,
but at different scales of operation and for different purposes. Downstream processing implies manufacture of a
purified product fit for a specific use, generally in marketable quantities, while analytical bioseparation refers to
purification for the sole purpose of measuring a component or components of a mixture, and may deal with sample
sizes as small as a single cell.
Stages in downstream processing
A widely recognized heuristic for categorizing downstream processing operations divides them into four groups which
are applied in order to bring a product from its natural state as a component of a tissue, cell or fermentation broth
through progressive improvements in purity and concentration.
Removal of insolubles is the first step and involves the capture of the product as a solute in a particulate-free liquid, for
example the separation of cells, cell debris or other particulate matter from fermentation broth containing an antibiotic.
Typical operations to achieve this are filtration, centrifugation, sedimentation, precipitation, flocculation, electroprecipitation, and gravity settling. Additional operations such as grinding, homogenization, or leaching, required to
recover products from solid sources such as plant and animal tissues, are usually included in this group.
Product isolation is the removal of those components whose properties vary markedly from that of the desired
product. For most products, water is the chief impurity and isolation steps are designed to remove most of it, reducing
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the volume of material to be handled and concentrating the product. Solvent extraction, adsorption, ultrafiltration,
and precipitation are some of the unit operations involved.
Product purification is done to separate those contaminants that resemble the product very closely in physical and
chemical properties. Consequently steps in this stage are expensive to carry out and require sensitive and sophisticated
equipment. This stage contributes a significant fraction of the entire downstream processing expenditure. Examples of
operations include affinity, size exclusion, reversed phase chromatography, crystallization and fractional precipitation.
Product polishing describes the final processing steps which end with packaging of the product in a form that is stable,
easily transportable and convenient. Crystallization, desiccation, lyophilization and spray drying are typical unit
operations. Depending on the product and its intended use, polishing may also include operationsto sterilize the
product and remove or deactivate trace contaminants which might compromise product safety. Such operations might
include the removal of viruses or depyrogenation.
A few product recovery methods may be considered to combine two or more stages. For example, expanded bed
adsorption accomplishes removal of insolubles and product isolation in a single step. Affinity chromatography often
isolates and purifies in a single step.
Biomolecules and their characteristics
There are 3 different market sectors in the biotechnology
Sector I : It can be characterized as the therapeutic protein sector with products such as factor VIII (clotting
factor) and urokinase
Sector II: It can be characterized as the diagnostic enzymes and monoclonal antibodies sector
Other products in this sector are: Insulin, Luciferase, Glycerophosphate dehydrogenase
Sector III: It can be characterized by industrial bio bulk products ranging from antibiotics, proteases,
amylases and organic acids to ethanol
CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOSEPARATIONS
A chief characteristic of biotechnology is the tremendous variety of products which are produced. A typical
petrochemical company makes about 10 products, but a typical drug company will make more than 200. To be sure,
all 200 products may not be exclusively made biochemically, but many will be partially biological converted.
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The diversity of these products can be illustrated in Table. Even this list is 10 years old, older than many
current biotechnology companies. If we made a more current list, we would add genetically engineered insulin,
human and bovine growth hormones, and interferons. The lists get longer daily.
The diversity of products spawns the broad spectrum of separation methods used. Comparison of separation
processes used in the fermentation industry with more exhaustive classifications gives the result in table. This table
shows that 80% of all separations classified are practical in biotechnology. All common modes of operations are used:
steady and unsteady states: batch and continuous equipment :cocurrent and counter-current contacting.

Molecular Type

Number of
Species

Antibiotics

85

Amino acids

18

Enzymes

15

Organic acids and solvents

11

Vitamins, yeast, growth factors, nucleotidies

6

Miscellaneous –dextrans, steroid biooxidations

8
143

The scale of operation varies tremendously. In the early stage of development the objective will be
demonstrate the proposed process, to gain processing information, and to prepare relatively small quantities for
subsequent clinical trails and marketing evaluations. This work will be conducted in the laboratory and the pilot plant.
Later, the objective will be scale-up and introduction of the process to large scale production. This effort will be
conducted in the pilot plant and the commercial facilities.
Processing Profile, Characteristic of Antibiotics:
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Product
Step

Typical process

Conc.(g/liter)

Quality (%)

Harvest broth

Fermentation

0.1-5

0.1-1.0

Removal of insolubles

Filtration

1.0-5

0.2-2.0

Isolation

Extraction

5-50

1-10

Purification

Chromatography

50-200

50-80

Polishing

Crystallization

50-200

90-100

The concentration and quality shown are relative measures, intended as illustrations. The quality may refer to
chemical purity, to activity, or to efficacy.
5. Draw the flowchart for ethanol fermentation.

Figure: Ethanol from fermentation. In this process, ethanol and water are removed from a fermentation beer.
This initial distillate is then further purified.
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Draw the flow chart for penicillin productions.

Figure: Penicillin production. After fermentation, the biomass is separated by filtration. The antibiotic which
is in the filtrate, is isolated and purified by extraction. If then is polished by crystallization and dried.
2. Explain in detail about Cell Membrane.
At this point, we pause briefly to explore the physical structure of microbial membranes and the complexity of
the problems which we face. At present, knowledge of this general structure does not provide a direct guide to
methods of cell rupture. In the future, it may. As a result, we feel that a synopsis has merit. In this synopsis, we
emphasize Gram-negative prokaryotes. Such cells have no nuclei: Their genetic factors are carried in a single strand
of DNA. The best example of this type of cell is Escherichia coli, the host organism for many efforts in
biotechnology. This is the cell which produces most recombinant products developed to date.
The basic cell envelope for Gram-negative cells, shown in figure has three
layers. The outer layer, about 8 nm thick, consists of a polymer containing both protein and lipopolysaccharide. The
second thinner layer of peptidoglycan, exists in one form or another in virtually all species. Below this second layer is
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a gap, called the periplasmic space, which is also 8 nm thick. Enzymes are often located in this gap. Gram-positive
procaroytes, shown in figure are missing the first outer layer, but have both the second peptidoylycan layer and the
periplasmic space.

Figure: A schematic picture of the cell wall. Procaryotic cells with wall like these have no nucleus, but carry
their genetic information in a single strand of DNA.
The third membrane layer, called the plasma membrane or the inner membrane, is common to both Grampositive and Gram-negative organisms. It consists largely of phospholipids, but also contains dispersed proteins and
metal ions. These lipid molecules have two pars, a hydrophobic part and a hydrophilic part. The hydrophobic part or
“tail” often contains two alkyl groups; and the hydrophilic part of “head” often includes a charged group, a
zwitterions, or an alcohol. In this inner membrane, the phospholip id group, a zwitterions, or an alcohol. In this inner
member, the phospholipids tails aggregate, and the heads are exposed to the water, as shown in figure. The result in a
lamellar bilayer.
These three layers have different functions. The outer membranes and the peptidogylycan layer provide
mechanical strength; it is their rupture which is a central subject of this chapter. The weaker plasma membrane – the
innermost layer-controls the permeability of the cell, including transport of nutrients into the cell’s interior and export
of metabolites into the surrounding solution.
This cell interior, called the cytoplasm, is an aqueous solution of salts, sugars, amino acids, and biopolymers.
The biopolymers include proteins many of them enzymes; ribonucleic acid (RNA) ; and deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA). In naturally occurring prokaryotes, the proteins are in solution; but in many genetically modified prokaryotes,
excess protein is synthesized and precipitated within the cytoplasm. Often, we seek to rupture the cell wall solely to
recover this protein. In other cases, we want to remove only some of the layers to release specific enzymes.
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Figure: A more detailed picture of the plasma membrane. The membrane consists largely of zwitterionic
phospholipids, but it also contains a significant amount of protein.

Figure: A curcaryotiuc cell like these carry their DNA in a nucleus and have more complex walls than those in
prokaryotic cells.
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Eucaryotic cells, those with true nuclei, are structurally more complicated than prokaryotes. These cells
exemplified by the yeast in figure have a membrane surrounding the cell which is similar in structure to the prokaryote
membrane. Eucaryote membrane apparently do contain steroids, which are absent in prokaryote membranes. In
addition to this surrounding membrane, the cells contain organelles. Each organelle has a specialized function: for
example, the mitochondria are responsible for respiration and the nucleus contains the DNA (as chromosomes). Each
structure is surrounded by a membrane which is similar to the inner plasma membrane of prokaryotes. The increased
structural complexity of the eukaryotes is not mirrored by increased chemical complexity
Cell Disruption Methods
Cell disruption is a method or process for releasing biological molecules from inside a cell.
Choice of disruption method
The production of biologically-interesting molecules using cloning and culturing methods allows the study and
manufacture of relevant molecules.Except for excreted molecules, cells producing molecules of interest must be
disrupted. This page discusses various methods.
Major factors
Several factors must be considered.
Volume or sample size of cells to be disrupted
If only a few microliters of sample are available, care must be taken to minimize loss and to avoid crosscontamination.
Disruption of cells, when hundreds or even thousands of liters of material are being processed in a production
environment, presents a different challenge. Throughput, efficiency, and reproducibility are key factors.
How many different samples need to be disrupted at one time?
Frequently when sample sizes are small, there are many samples. As sample sizes increase, fewer samples are usually
processed. Issues are sample cross contamination, speed of processing, and equipment cleaning .
How easily are the cells disrupted?
As the difficulty of disruption increases (e.g. E. coli), more force is required to efficiently disrupt the cells. For even
more difficult samples (e.g. yeast), there is a parallel increase in the processor power and cost. The most difficult
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samples (e.g. spores) require mechanical forces combined with chemical or enzymatic efforts, often with limited
disruption efficiency.
What efficiency of disruption is required?
Over-disruption may impact the desired product. For example, if subcellular fractionation studies are undertaken, it is
often more important to have intact subcellular components, while sacrificing disruption efficiency.
For production scale processes, the time to disrupt the cells and the reproducibility of the method become more
important factors.
How stable is the molecule(s) or component that needs to be isolated?
In general, the cell disruption method is closely matched with the material that is desired from the cell studies. It is
usually necessary to establish the minimum force of the disruption method that will yield the best product.
Additionally, once the cells are disrupted, it is often essential to protect the desired product from normal biological
processes (e.g. proteases) and from oxidation or other chemical events.
What purification methods will be used following cell disruption?
It is rare that a cell disruption process produces a directly usable material; in almost all cases, subsequent purification
events are necessary. Thus, when the cells are disrupted, it is important to consider what components are present in the
disruption media so that efficient purification is not impeded.
Is the sample being subjected to the method biohazardous?
Preparation of cell-free extracts of pathogens presents unique difficulties. Mechanical disruption techniques are not
always applicable owing to potential biohazard problems associated with contamination of equipment and generation
of aerosols.
Lysis
For easily disrupted cells such as insect and mammalian cells grown in culture media, a mild osmosis-based method
for cell disruption (lysis) is commonly used. Quite frequently, simply lowering the ionic strength of the media will
cause the cells to swell and burst. In some cases it is also desirable to add a mild surfactant and some mild mechanical
agitation or sonication to completely disassociate the cellular components. Due to the cost and relative effort to grow
these cells, there is often only a small quantity of cells to be processed, and preferred methods for cell disruption tend
to be a manual mechanical homogenizer, nitrogen burst methods, or ultrasound with a small probe. Because these
methods are performed under very mild conditions, they are often used for subcellular fractionation studies.
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For cells that are more difficult to disrupt, such as bacteria, yeast, and algae, hypotonic shock alone generally is
insufficient to open the cell and stronger methods must be used, due to the presence of cell walls that must be broken
to allow access to intracellular components. These stronger methods are discussed below.
Laboratory-scale methods
Osmotic Shock:
The simplest of the three major chemical is osmotic shock. This is nothing more than dumping a given
volume of cells into pure water- often about twice the volume of cells. The cells swell because they contain solutes
which cause an osmotic flow of water into the cells. In some cases, they swell so much that they burst. Their contents,
released into the surrounding solution, can now be separated using the methods in following chapters. The
susceptibility of cells to lysis depends strongly on their type, Red blood cells are easily lysed. Animal cells often can
be lysed, but only after animal tissue has been mechanically minced or homogenized, as described in section. Plant
cells are much more difficult to lyse, for their cell walls often contain strong woody material which is relatively
impermeable to osmotic flow.
The osmotic flow involved comes from the osmotic pressure, which is surprisingly large. To estimate the size
of this pressure, we turn to the definition of chemical equilibrium, which states that the chemical potential of water

H2O must be constant.
H O (outside) = H O (inside)
2

…(1)

2

The chemical potential of the pure water outside must include a reference value and a pressure correction; the
corresponding potential inside involves a reference value, pressure correction, and a correction for solution
concentration. For an ideal incompressible soluble, these corrections convert into the following:
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Where H2 2O is the reference value, V H2O is the partial molar volume of water, and x1 is the total mole fraction of
solutes inside the cell. If they cell’s contents are a dilute solute ,

V H2 O , and x1 is small. Thus
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V H2O is almost equal to the molar volume of water
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This relation is called van’t Hoff’s law.
Thus at equilibrium, the pressure outside the cell must be less than that inside. If this is not the case, then
water will flow into the cell and potentially lyse the cell. We can use Equation (3) to estimate the size of the pressure.
Many cells have a solute concentration roughly equivalent to 0.1 M NaCl, or 0.2 M solutes. Thus from the
processing.

pout  pin  RTc 1
cm3atm300K  0.2 g mol
=-82
g molK
1000 cm
=-5 atm
...(4)

This osmotic pressure is, for us, always surprisingly large. This large pressure is what can lead to cell repture.
4. Explain the Solubilization method of all disruption.
The second major method of chemically rupturing cells is solubilization by detergents. Typically, a
concentrated detergent solution is added to about half the solution’s volume of cells. The detergent disrupts the cell
membrane. The resulting suspension can be centrifuged to remove cell fragments, and then run through an adsorption
column or an extractor to isolate the product.
The reason that solubilization is effective lies in detergent chemistry. This chemistry depends on detergent
structures like those in figure. All these structures have a hydrophilic portion, which is often ionic, and a hydrophobic
part, which is frequently a hydrocarbon. As a result, these detergents are all amphipathic, capable of interacting with
both water and lipid.
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This amphipathic nature holds whether the detergents are anionic, cationic, or nonionic. All types are
illustrated in the figure. Sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), which is the example given, is the most widely studied of the
anionic detergents. The anionic materials also include the soaps, which are the salts of fatty acids. Because soaps
depends on a carboxylic acid group, they are effective detergents only at high pH, where this group remains ionized.
They are ineffective in hard water, where calcium ions can react with them to form insoluble precipitates.

Figure: Chemical structures of selected surfactants. The first four can be easily synthesized, and are basic to a
variety of commercial detergents. The taurocholate, bile salt, is available from material sources, and is much
more expensive.
The disadvantages of conventional soaps can be avoided by replacing the carboxylic acid group with a sulfate.
The sulfate is most current laundry detergents, again those purchased at the supermarket, is attached to a liner alkyl
chain. The sulfate can also be attached to a benzene ring, making a sulfonate like that shown in Figure. Such
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sulfonates are more effective at cell rupture than alkyl sulfates are; perhaps because of this, sulfonates are not easily
degraded microbiologically and so are no longer commonly used in laundry detergents.
Cationic detergents largely are based on tetralkylammonium salts. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, the
example in figure, is typical: It contains one long alkyl tail (the 16 carbon “cetyl) and 3 methyl groups all attached to a
positively charged nitrogen atom. The counterion is often a halide. In the supermarket, these detergents are most
frequently found in shampoos, correctly suggesting that they will offer a more gentle means of cell rupture. In passing
we should note that cationic detergents with two longs chains are often oil soluble, and are implicated in the formation
of membrane pores. They are rarely been tested as a route to cell rupture.
5. Explain Lipid dissolution.
Lipid dissolution
We have procrastinated writing the few paragraphs on this last chemical topic because we are frustrated by it.
Our frustration comes from knowing that this method is important and yet being unsure how to describe it in general
terms. Please do not take our resultant brevity as an implication that this method is not of major value. Its value is
great, and will become greater; but it requires experimentation.
The method is simple: Add to a cell suspension a volume of toluene about equal to 10% of the biomass. The
toluene is absorbed into the cells wall lipids. Swells the wall, ruptures it. The cell’s contents are released into the
surrounding broth, and hence can be separated.
Solvents other than toluene are also effective. Benzene works well, but it is cariciongenic and of high
volatility. (Toluene is also carcinogenic, but is les volatile). Chlorobenzene, cumene, and xylenes are also effective.
Alkanes like decane work less frequently, but higher alcohols like octanol can be effective.
There are not substitutes for experiment. One good way in choosing solvents for experiments is to look at
their solubility parameters, which are tabulated in handbooks. In theory, these parameters will reflect the solvent-lipid
interactions, and underlie such concepts as the heat of mixing. In practice, solvent with similar solubility parameters
should attack cells in a similar way. Ideally, we should choose solvents whose solubility parameters match those of
the wall lipids but are far from those of desired products locked within cells, but we rarely know how to do this.
Again, there are not substitutes for experiment.
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Enzymatic method
The use of enzymatic methods to remove cell walls is well-established for preparing cells for disruption, or for
preparation of protoplasts (cells without cell walls) for other uses such as introducing cloned DNA or subcellular
organelle isolation. The enzymes are generally commercially available and, in most cases, were originally isolated
from biological sources (e.g. snail gut for yeast or lysozyme from hen egg white). The enzymes commonly used
include lysozyme, lysostaphin, zymolase, cellulase, mutanolysin, glycanases,proteases, mannase etc.
Disadvantages include:


Not always reproducible.

In addition to potential problems with the enzyme stability, the susceptibility of the cells to the enzyme can be
dependent on the state of the cells. For example, yeast cells grown to maximum density (stationary phase) possess cell
walls that are notoriously difficult to remove whereas midlog growth phase cells are much more susceptible to
enzymatic removal of the cell wall.


Not usually applicable to large scale.

Large scale applications of enzymatic methods tend to be costly and irreproducible.
Bead method
Another common laboratory-scale mechanical method for cell disruption uses small glass, ceramic or steel beads and a
high level of agitation by stirring or shaking of the mix. The method, often referred to as "beadbeating", works well
for all types of cellular material - from spores to animal and plant tissues. It has the advantage of being able to disrupt
very small sample sizes and when processing many samples, to eliminate cross-contamination concerns.
At the simplest level of the method, an equal volume of beads are added to the cell or tissue suspension in a test tube
and the sample is mixed on a common laboratory vortex mixer. While processing times are 3-10 times longer than that
in specialty machines, it works for easily disrupted cells and is inexpensive.
At the more sophisticated level, beadbeating is done in closed vials, centrifuge tubes, or sealed microtiter plates. The
sample and 0.1 to 3 mm diameter beads are agitated at about 2000 oscillations per minute in a specially designed vial
shaker driven by a high energy electric motor. Cell disruption is complete in 1–3 minutes of shaking. In some
machines hundreds of samples can be processed simultaneously using deep well microplates.
In fact, one of the most recent beadbeater innovations, "Simultaneous Multidirectional Bead-Beating" (SMBB)-whereby the precise combination of vertical and horizontal motion induces omnidirectional bead motion, and thus
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omnidirectional cell membrane impact--has allowed even the most impossible tissues and cells, whether endospores or
chitin or compact bone, to often be lysed in under 40 seconds.
These SMBB machines have also drastically improved functional protein/RNA yields, due to the decreased amount of
"Purgatory Time," the time during which a protein or an mRNA molecule remains inside of a punctured/lysed cell
awaiting diffusion into the extracellular buffer. During this Purgatory Period, the protein (or RNA) of interest is
trapped inside a punctured cell, a cell in which previously compartmentalized enzymes pervade the cytoplasm (along
with the previously compartmentalized low-pH lysosomal fluids), awaiting to enter the neutralizing buffer, which can
also have protease inhibitors (e.g., NaF) and RNase inhibitors (e.g. DEPC). Often this can lead to specific activities
and yields upwards of 50% higher than non-SMBB machines.
To prevent degradation of RNA and proteins, some form of cooling is often required because samples warm about 10
degrees per minute of operation due to collisions of the beads. Sample warming can be controlled by placing vials in
pre-chilled aluminum vial holders or by beadbeating for several small time intervals with cooling on ice between each
run. A different configuration, suitable for larger sample volumes, uses a rotor inside a sealed 15, 50 or 200 ml
chamber to agitate the beads. The chambers can be surrounded by a cooling jacket. Using this later configuration,
commercial machines are available to process in a continuous manner many liters of cell suspension. These machines,
however, are limited to processing monocellular organisms such as yeast and bacteria.
Disadvantages include:


Occasional problems with foaming and sample heating, especially for larger samples. Can be ameliorated with
a dry-ice adapter.



Tough tissue samples such as skin or seeds are difficult to disrupt unless the sample is very small or has been
pre-chopped into small pieces. Not so much a problem with SMBB machines.

Sonication
Another common laboratory-scale method for cell disruption applies ultrasound (typically 20–50 kHz) to the sample
(sonication). In principle, the high-frequency is generated electronically and the mechanical energy is transmitted to
the sample via a metal probe that oscillates with high frequency. The probe is placed into the cell-containing sample
and the high-frequency oscillation causes a localized low pressure region resulting in cavitation and impaction,
ultimately breaking open the cells. Although the basic technology was developed over 50 years ago, newer systems
permit cell disruption in smaller samples (including multiple samples under 200 µL in microplate wells) and with an
increased ability to control ultrasonication parameters.
Disadvantages include:
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Heat generated by the ultrasound process must be dissipated.



High noise levels (most systems require hearing protection and sonic enclosures)



Yield variability



Free radicals are generated that can react with other molecules.

Detergent methods
Detergent-based cell lysis is an alternative to physical disruption of cell membranes, although it is sometimes used in
conjunction with homogenization and mechanical grinding. Detergents disrupt the lipid barrier surrounding cells by
disrupting lipid:lipid, lipid:protein and protein:protein interactions. The ideal detergent for cell lysis depends on cell
type and source and on the downstream applications following cell lysis. Animal cells, bacteria and yeast all have
differing requirements for optimal lysis due to the presence or absence of a cell wall. Because of the dense and
complex nature of animal tissues, they require both detergent and mechanical lysis to effectively lyse cells.
In general, nonionic and zwitterionic detergents are milder, resulting in less protein denaturation upon cell lysis,
than ionic detergents and are used to disrupt cells when it is critical to maintain protein function or interactions.
CHAPS, a zwitterionic detergent, and the Triton X series of nonionic detergents are commonly used for these
purposes. In contrast, ionic detergents are strong solubilizing agents and tend to denature proteins, thereby destroying
protein activity and function. SDS, an ionic detergent that binds to and denatures proteins, is used extensively for
studies assessing protein levels by gel electrophoresis and western blotting.
In addition to the choice of detergent, other important considerations for optimal cell lysis include the buffer, pH, ionic
strength and temperature.
Solvent Use
A method was developed for the extraction of proteins from both pathogenic and nonpathogenic bacteria. The method
involves the treatment of cells with sodium dodecyl sulfate followed by extraction of cellular proteins with acetone.
This method is simple, rapid and particularly well suited when the material is biohazardous. [1]

Simple and rapid method for disruption of bacteria for protein studies. S Bhaduri and P H Demchick Disadvantages
include:
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Proteins are denatured

The 'cell bomb'
Another laboratory-scale system for cell disruption is rapid decompression or the "cell bomb" method. In this process,
cells in question are placed under high pressure (usually nitrogen or other inert gas up to about 25,000 psi) and the
pressure is rapidly released. The rapid pressure drop causes the dissolved gas to be released as bubbles that ultimately
lyse the cell.
Disadvantages include:


Only easily disrupted cells can be effectively disrupted (stationary phase E. coli, yeast, fungi, and spores do
not disrupt well by this method).



Large scale processing is not practical.



High gas pressures have a high risk of personal hazard if not handled carefully.

High-shear mechanical methods.
High-shear mechanical methods for cell disruption fall into four major classes: rotor-stator disruptors, valve-type
processors, fixed-geometry processors and fixed orifice and constant pressure processors. (These fluid processing
systems also are used extensively for homogenization and deaggregation of a wide range of materials – uses that will
not be discussed here.) These processors all work by placing the bulk aqueous media under shear forces that literally
pull the cells apart. These systems are especially useful for larger scale laboratory experiments (over 20 mL) and offer
the option for large-scale production.
Rotor-stator Processors and blenders
The rotor/stator homogenizer is commonly used for small volumes of tissue suspended in 3 to 10 times its volume of
homogenizing media (1-100 ml total). Larger volumes of tissue in homogenization media (100-2000 ml total) are
processed either by larger rotor/stator machines or by blade blenders (often called a drink blenders). Both of these
homogenizers rely on rotory cutting and/or chopping action using compact blades or paddles turning at speeds of
10,000 to 30,000 rpm.
Disadvantages include:


Does not work with microorganisms like bacteria, yeast and fungi and most monocellular tissue cultures.



Often variable in product yield.
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Valve-type processors

Homogenizing valve, a method to homogenize at high pressure.
Valve-type processors disrupt cells by forcing the media with the cells through a narrow valve under high pressure
(20,000–30,000 psi or 140–210 MPa). As the fluid flows past the valve, high shear forces in the fluid pull the cells
apart. By controlling the pressure and valve tension, the shear force can be regulated to optimize cell disruption. Due
to the high energies involved, sample cooling is generally required, especially for samples requiring multiple passes
through the system. Three major implementations of the technology exist: the French pressure cell press, Constant
Cell Disruption Systems and pumped-fluid processors.
French press technology uses an external hydraulic pump to drive a piston within a larger cylinder that contains the
sample. The pressurized solution is then squeezed past a needle valve. Once past the valve, the pressure drops to
atmospheric pressure and generates shear forces that disrupt the cells. Disadvantages include:


Not well suited to larger volume processing.



Awkward to manipulate and clean due to the weight of the assembly (about 30 lb or 14 kg).

Mechanically pumped-fluid processors function by forcing the sample at a constant volume flow past a spring-loaded
valve.
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Disadvantages include:


Requires 10 mL or more of media.



Prone to valve-clogging events.



Due to variations in the valve setting and seating, less reproducible than fixed-geometry fluid processors.

Fixed-geometry fluid processors
Fixed-geometry fluid processors are marketed under the name of Microfluidizer processors. The processors disrupt
cells by forcing the media with the cells at high pressure (typically 20,000–30,000 psi or 140–210 MPa) through an
interaction chamber containing a narrow channel. The ultra-high shear rates allow for:


Processing of more difficult samples



Fewer repeat passes to ensure optimum sample processing

The systems permit controlled cell breakage without the need to add detergent or to alter the ionic strength of the
media. The fixed geometry of the interaction chamber ensures reproducibility. Especially when samples are processed
multiple times, the processors require sample cooling.
Fixed Orifice and Constant Pressure
Constant Cell Disruption Systems by Constant Systems part of Score Group plc - these systems are fully contained
and operate using a finely controlled hydraulic system powered by electricity only. The sample is taken in and
instantly pressurised up to a maximum of 40,000 PSI before being passed through a very small and fixed orifice and
then returned to atmospheric pressure. As the sample is being processed this type of cell disruptor ensures that the
pressure is maintained throughout the process, ensuring repeatability throughout the sample run.
Both fluid and non fluid samples can be processed through this type of cell disruptor, plant leaves and skin samples
being a good example of non fluid samples. Having a maximum process pressure achievable of 40,000 PSI enables
this type of unit to process more difficult sample types with fewer repeat passes. A built-in cooling jacket ensures
temperature control of the sample (Water Bath or Chiller Unit is required)
The mechanical method shown in table can be divided into two groups, those appropriate for small scale and those
suitable for larger scale. The small scale methods are the first three given: homogenization in a Waring blender,
grinding with abrasives, and ultroasonication. The first, homogenization, is effective with mycelial organisms and
with other animal cells or tissues. The remaining two, grinding and ultrasonication, are effective with most cell
suspensions. All represent laboratory methods which are easily and quickly tested by experiment.
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The remaining two methods, homogenization and crushing, are both more easily adopted to larger scales.
Both are common unit operations in the chemical process and food industries. And so have been the subject of
extensive engineering. One application to biological material is illustrated in figure. This figure shows particle size
and enzyme activity plotted versus time. Apparent cell size drops from its initially high value to a constant lower
value after 30 min of homogenization. This drop is caused by cell wall rupture. The activity is solution of the enzyme
fumarase starts near zero, and then rises to a high constant value, mirroring the drop in particle size. In the product is
fumarase, then 30 min of homogenization is reasonable.

Figure: Homogenization versus time.

Mechanical disruption of cells reduces particle size but may also

denature some of the product in the cells.
The conclusions are very different for alcohol dehydrogenase. The activity of this enzyme also starts at zero
and rises quickly, but it reaches a maximum around 5 min and then drops precipitously. The reason for this is
unknown. On guess would be that the enzyme is weakly bound near the cell exterior and so is easily removed by
shear; it is then irreversibly denatured by continuing shear. In any case, if the product is this dehydrogenase, then 30
min of homogenization is folly.
In most cases, we will have made some experiments on mechanical cell rupture, and will want to extrapolate
these results to other times and process conditions. To do so, many assume that the data in figure fit the equation.

product concentration
[maximum concentration

 1 e

t / 


...(1)

where  is a time constant for cell rupture or for product release.
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FILTRATION AND CENTIFUGATION
1. Briefly explain the theory of filtration.
CAKE FILTRATION
Rates of filtration are dependent upon the driving force of the piece of equipment chosen and the resistance of
the cake that is continually forming. Liquid flowing through a cake passes through channels formed by particles of
irregular shapes.
THEORY
Flow Theory

Flow rate through a cake is described by Poiseuilles’ equation:

Eq(1)

dV
Ad 





P
  W  
  
r 
  A  

V= volume of filtrate
A= filter area surface
 = time
P= Pressure across filter medium
 =average specific cake resistance
w= weight of cake
r= resistance of the filter medium
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u= viscosity
In other words,

Flow Rate 
Force

Unit Area Viscos ity[Cake Re sis tan ce  Filter Medium Re sis tance]


Cake Compressibility
The specific cake resistance is a function of the compressibility of the cake.
Eq(2)

 =’Ps

Where

’ = constant
As s goes to 0 for incompressible materials with definite right crystal line structures, ’ becomes a constant.
For the majority of products, resistance of the filter medium is negligible in comparison to resistance of the

cake, thus Equation (1) becomes

Eq(3)

dV



d



AP
  W / A 


Incompressible cakes have flow rates that are dependent upon the pressure or driving force on the cake. In
comparison, compressible cakes, i.e., where s approaches 1.0, exhibit filtration rates that are independent of pressure
as shown below.

Eq(4)

dV
d





A
  W / A 

The above equations are detailed in Perrry’s chemical Engineer’s Handbook [1]
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Compressible cakes are composed of amorphous particles that are easily deformed with poor filtration
characteristics. There are no defined channels to facilitate liquid flow as in incompressible cakes.
Fermentation mashes are typical applications of compressible materials, usually having poor filterability in
contrast to purified end products that are posterystallization. These products precipitate from solutions as defined
crystals.
2. Briefly discuss about three pumps used in filtration.
Diaphragm pumps. These offer very gently handling of slurries and are in inexpensive and mobile. However, the
pulsating flow can cause feeding and distribution problems in some types of filtration system, e.g., conventional
basket centrifuges. They can also interfere with process instrumentation e.g.. flow meters and load cells.
Centrifugal pumps: Probably the most common source of particle attrition problems is the centrifugal pump. The
high shear forces inherent to these pumps, particularly in the eye of the impeller, make some crystal damage inevitable
in all but the toughest crystals. This damage is exacerbated on recirculation loops, which involve multiple passes
through the pump. Recessed impellers will reduce this damage, but will often still degrade particles to the point where
filtration becomes very difficult.
Positive displacement pumps. The minimal shear operation of progressing cavity or lobe pumps make them ideal for
slurries. The non-pulsating flow is beneficial in most processes, but they are significantly more expensive and less
portable than diaphragm pumps.
3. Briefly discuss about filter aid and filter media.
FILTER AID
For amorphous materials, sludges or other poor filtering products improved filtration characteristics and/or
filtrate clarity are enhanced with the use of filter aids. Slurry additives such as diatomaccous silica or perlite
(pulverized rock), are employed to aid filtration. Diatomite is s sedimentary rock containing skeletons of unicellular
plant organisms (diatoms) [2]. These can also be used to increase porosity of a filter cake that has a high specific cake
resistance.

Porosity 

Volume of Voids
Volume of Filter cake
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Addition of filter aid to the slurry, in the range of 1-2% of the overall slurry weight, can improve the filtration
rates. Another rule of thumb is to add filter aid equal to twice the volume of solids in the slurry. By matching the
particle size distribution of the filter aid to the solids to be filtered. Optimum flow rates are achieved. One should also
use 3% of the particles above 150 mesh in size, to aid in filtration. [3].
Precoating the filter medium prevents blinding of the medium with the product and will increase clarity.
Filter aid must be inert material. However, there are only a few cases where it cannot be used. For example, waste
cells removed with filter aid cannot be reused as animal feed. Filter aid can be significant cost, and therefore,
optimization of the filtration process is necessary to minimize the addition of filter aid or precoat. Anoth er possible
detriment is that filter aid may also specifically absorb enzymes.
A typical application for these filter aids is the filtration of solids from antibiotic fermentation broths, where
the average particle size is 1-2 micron sand solids concentration are 5-10%. Being hard to filter and often slimy,
fermentation broths can also be charged with polymeric bridging agents to agglomerate the solids, thereby reducing
the quantities of filter aid required.
FILTER MEDIA
Filter media are required in both cake filtration and depth filtration. Essential to selection of a filter medium
is the solvent composition of the slurry and washes, and the particle size retention required of the solids.
Choice of the fabric, i.e., polypropylene , polyester, nylon , etc. is dependent upon the resistance of the cloth
to the solvent and wash liquor used. Chemical resistance charts should be referenced to choose the most suitable
fabric. Thetemperature of the filtration must also be considered.
Fabrics are divided into three different types of yarns: monofilament, multifilament, and spun. They
can be composed of more than one of these types of fabric. Monofilaments are composed of single strands woven
together to form a translucent or opaque fabric. Very smooth in appearance its weave is conducive to eliminating
blinding problems.
Multifilament cloths are constructed of a bundle of fibers twisted together. Only synthetic materials
are available in this form, since long continuously extruded fibers must be used. Spun fabrics are composed on short
section of bound fibers of varying length. Retention of small particles is increased as the number of fibers or filaments
in a bundle increases. The greater the amount of twist in the yarn, the more tightly packed the fabric which
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contributes to retention. The twist will also increase the weight of the fabric and frequently extends filter cloth
lifetime.
4. Briefly explain Membrane fouling.
Membrane Fouling.
Pretreatment of the membrane of feed solution prior to filtration may be desirable within allowable limits.
The various treatment options are discussed in. At the start of a filtration run, the solute or solids concentration is
relatively small and progressively builds as the permeate is removed from the system. If a substantial flux decline is
observed at low solids concentration, membrane fouling aspects are believed to be important. A flux decrease with an
increase in solids concentration is efficient fluid hydrodynamics and/or backpulsing. [3][22]23]
Several approaches have been developed to control membrane fouling. They can be grouped into four
categoriesa) boundary layer control; [20][24]-[26] (b) turbulence inducers/generators;[27] (c) membrane modifications;[28][30]

(d) use of external fields. [31]-[34] In CFF membrane, fouling can be controlled utilizing a combination of the first

three approaches (a, b and c). The external field approach has the advantage of being independent of the
hydrodynamic factors and type of membrane material. [35]
Membrane fouling is primarily a result of membrane-solute interaction.[36] These effects can be accentuated
or minimized by proper selection of membrane material properties such as hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity or surface
charge, adjustment of pH, ionic strength and temperature leading to solubilization or precipitation of solutes.
Increased solubilization of a foulant will allow its free passage into the permeate. If this is undesirable, precipitation
techniques may be used which will enhance the retention of foulants by the membranes. Membrane fouling is
generally irreversible and requires chemical cleaning to restore flux.
It is important to recognize that fouling in bioprocessing differs from that occurring with chemical foulants.
Biofouling originates from microorganisms. Microbes are alive and they actively adhere to surfaces to form biofilms.
Thus, in addition, to flux decrease there may be significant differences in solute rejection, product purity, irreversible
membrane fouling resulting in reduced membrane life. For economic viability of CFF it is imperative that a good and
acceptable cleaning procedure is developed to regenerate fouled membranes without sacrificing membrane life.
5. Briefly explain concentration polarization.
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Concentration Polarization. The concentration of the species retained on the membrane surface or within its
porous structure is one of the most important operating variables limiting flux. Concentration effects in MF/UF can
be estimated by using the following most commonly used correlation. [12][37]
J = k ln [C g/Cb]
where
J = flux
k = mass transfer coefficient
Cg = gel concentration of at the membrane surface
Cb = bulk concentration of solute retained by the membrane
In membrane filtration, some components (dissolved or particulate) of the feed solution are rejected by the
membrane and these components are transported back into the bulk by means of diffusion. The rate of diffusion will
depend on the hydrodynamics (laminar o turbulent) and on the concentration of solutes. If the concentration of solute
at the surface is above saturation (i.e., the solubility limit) a”gel” is formed. Thus increases the flow resistance with
consequential flux decrease. This type of behavior, for example, is typical of UF with protein solutions.
In practice, however there could be differences between the observed and estimated
flux. The mass transfer coefficient is strongly dependent on diffusion coefficient and boundary layer thickness.
Under turbulent flow conditions particle shear effects induce hydrodynamic diffusion of particles. Thus, for micro
filtration, shear-induced diffusivity values correlate better with the observed filtration rates compared to Brownian
diffusivity calculations. [5]. Further, concentration polarization effects are more reliably predicted for MF than UF due
to the fact that macro solutes diffusivities in gels are much lower than the Brownian diffusivity of micron -sized
particles. As a result, the predicted flux for ultra filtration is much lower than observed, whereas observed flux for
micro filters may be closer to the predicted value.
Typically MF fluxes are higher than those for UF due to their higher pore diameter values which contribute to
higher initial fluxes. However, polarization effects dominate and flux declines with increase in concentration (or%
recovery) more sharply in MF than in UF, in general accordance with Eq.(4) under otherwise similar conditions.
Figure show the typical dependence of flux on concentration. [4] Higher the concentration of the retained species on
the membrane compared with its initial value, the higher % recovery will be dependent on the ratio of the batch
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volume to its final value for batch filtration or the ratio of concentration in permeate to that in the feed for continuous
filtrations.[38][39].
1. Explain Rotary Vacuum drum filter with a neat diagram.
ROTARY VACUUM DRUM FILTER:
Operatio and Applications
Raw fermentation broth is an example of a large volume production Rotary drum vacuum filters (RVF’s) have
traditionally been found in this service. Slow-settling materials or more difficult filtrations with large scale production
requirements are typical applications for this type of equipments
The basic principle on an RVF is a hollow rotating cylindrical drum driven by a variable speed drive at 0.1-10
revolutions per minute. One-third of the drum is submerged in a slurry trough. As it rotates, the mycelia suspension
is drawn to the surface of the drum by an internal vacuum. The surface is the filter medium mounted on top of a grid
support structure. Mother liquor and wash are pulled through the vacuum line to a large chamber and evacuated by a
pump.
Applicable to a broad range of processes, e.g., pharmaceutical, starch ceramics, metallurgical, salt, etc., many
variation of the RVF have been developed, however, the fundamental cylinder design remains the same. The cylinder
is divided into compartments like pieces of a pie (see figure) and drainage pipes carry fluid from the cylinder surface
to an internal manifold.
Filter diameters range from three to twelve feet, with face lengths of one to twenty-four feet, and up to 1000
2

ft of filtration area. [5]. Filtration rates range from 5 GH per square foot to 150 GPH per square foot. Moisture levels
are, of course dependent upon particle size distribution and tend to range from 25% to 75% by weight and cake
thickness tends to be in the 1/8-1/2 inch range, as most applications are for slow-filtering materials.
With the exception of the precoat applications, RVF’s do not usually yield absolutely clear filtrate. Although
still widely used, rotary vacuum filters are, in some cases, being replaced by membrane separation technology as the
method of choice for clarification of fermentation broths and concentrating cell mass. Membranes can yield more
complete filtration clarification, but often a wetter cell paste.
The drum is positioned in a trough containing, the agitated slurry, whose submergence level can be controlled.
As the drum rotates, a panel is submerged int eh slurry. The applied vacuum draws the suspension to the cloth,
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retaining solids as the filtrate passes through the cloth to the inner piping and subsequently, exiting the system to a
vapor-liquid separator with high/low level control by a pump. Cake formation occurs during submergence. Once
formed, the cake dewaters above the submergence level and is then washed, dewatered and discharged.
Discharge mechanisms will vary depending upon cake characteristics Friable, dry materials can use a “doctor”
blade as in figure. Difficult filtrations requiring thinner cakes incorporate a string discharge mechanism. This is the
primary method for starch and mycelia applications. A series of 1/2inch spaced strings rest on the filter medium at the
two o’ clock position. The cake is lifted from the drum as shown in figure. Fermentation broths containing grains,
soybean hulls, etc., ar applications for this type of discharge mechanism. The solids may be used for animal feed
stock, or incinerated. String or belt discharge mechanism facilitate cake removal and, therefore, can eliminate the
need for filter aid.
Continuous belt discharge is employed for products that have a propensity for blind the filter medium. A
series of rollers facilitate cake removal in this case.
Precoated rotary vacuum drum filters, are used by filtering a slurry of filter aid and water first, then
subsequent product filtration. Difficult filtering materials, which have a tendency to blind, are removed with a doctor
blade. Precoat is removed along with the slurry to expose a new filtration surface each cycle.
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Figure: cake discharge mechanism
The progressively advancing blade moves 0.05 to 0.2 mm per-revolution . Vacuum is maintained throughout
the cycle, instead of just during submergence, so that the precoat is retained. Once the precoat is expanded, the RVF
must be thoroughly cleaned, and a fresh coat reapplied.
2. Explain Nutsches with a neat diagram.
NUTSCHES
Applications
The nutsche filter is increasingly prevalent in postcrystallization filtrations. It would not be used directly from
the fermenter. Relatively fast filtrations with predictable crystal structures, often found in the intermediate and final
step purification of antibiotic drugs, work well on this batch filter. Batch sizes range from 100 to 7500 gallons.

Figure: Pressure leaf test:
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Operation:
The tem nutsche is derived from the German word for sucking. Vacuum is applied at the bottom of a vessel
that contains a perforated plate. A filter cloth, screen , perforated plate, or porous ceramic plat may be the direct
filtration medium. Subsequently, product should have lower cake resistance and well-defined crystal structures to
facilitate separation. The driving force for the separation is vacuum and/or pressure.
With an agitated vessel, the blade can be used to smooth or squeeze the cake, eliminating cracks, when rotated
in one direction or for reslurrying and/ or discharging the cake when rotated in the opposite direction. The rotation of
the agitator can be by electric motor with variable speed drive; however, the translational movement is achieved by a
separate hydraulic system. The agitator requires a stuffing box or mechanical seal for pressure or vacuum operation of
the unit. Filling is accomplished by a gravity feed or pump. Large cakes, in the 10-12 inch range, are developed.
When plug flow displacement washing is not effective and as diffusion of impurities through the cake becomes
difficult , reslurrying is the required method. Displacement washing is more efficient and minimizes wash quantities,
however, may not always be possible. Filtering, reslurrying and refiltering can all be accomplished in the same unit.
Thus achieving total containment.
The vessel can also be jacketed for heating and/ or cooling and the agitator blade heated. This design can now
be reactor in combination with a filter-dryer or alone as a filer-dryer. This is particularly advantageous for dedicated
production of toxic materials requiring an enclosed system. Operator exposure and product handling are minimized.
The nutsche can have limitations for difficult filtrations, as the thick filter cakes can impede filtration. A twostage system for filtration and drying can offer greater flexibility in plant operations, especially if either the filtration
of drying step is rate-limited. Predictable crystals that filter and dry well are the best applications for this allencompassing system.
Mechanical discharge incorporating the agitator facilitates solids removal centrally or a side discharge is
possible. A residual heel of product will be left as the agitator is limited on how close to the screen or filter medium it
can go. Residual heels can be reworked by reslurrying or remain until the campaign changes. For frequent product
changes, the nutsche can be provided with a split-vessel design. Upon lowering the bottom portion , free access to the
inside of the vessel and the filter bottom itself for cleaning purposes is possible. Some manufacturers have air -knife
designs that remove the residual heel. Heels as low as one-quarter inch can be obtained.
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Figure: Agitated nutsche type pressure filter. (courtesy of COGEIM SpA).

Figure: Agitated nutsche type pressure filter. (courtesy of COGEIM. SpA)
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Figure: Agitated nutsche type filter/dryer (courtesy of COGEIM, SpA)

Materials of construction can vary widely depending upon the application. Typically, 304 or 316 stainless
steel, and Hastelloy are supplied although many other types of material of construction are available. Metal finishes,
in keeping with good manufacturing practices (GMP) particularly for areas inc contact with final products, required
welds to be ground smooth. Finishes can be specified in microns, Ra. Or grit. The unit Ra. Is the arithmetical average
of the surface roughness in microinches, the rms is the root mean square of the surface roughness in microinches: rms
= 1.1 Ra.
A mechanical finish of 400grit is an acceptable pharmaceutical finish, however, mechanical polishing folds
the surface material over itself. When viewed under a microscope, jagged peaks and crevices are visible. Product on
the microns level can be accumulated in these areas. Electropolishing of the surface is often used to eliminate these
peaks and valley to provide a more cleanable surface. A layer of the surface material is removed in this case. A
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mechanical finish of 400 girt is achieved by progressively increasing the grit spec from 60 up to 400. If a 400 girt
surface was to be electropolished, the amount to material removed would result in an equivalent 180 -220 grit surface
roughness. Therefore, a mechanical finish a approximately 180-220 grit need only be specified when
electropolsihsing. A considerable cost saving is realized. It is always advisable to specify the Ra value of the surface
whether electropolishing is specified or not.
Filter areas will range from 0.5 to 16 m 2. For large-scale processing, significant floor area is occupied per
unit area of filtration. [1] Those products that tend to blind filter media, i.e., colloidal slurries, gelatinous and protein
compounds will require alternate equipment, filtration or centrifugation.
3. Distinguish between Cross flow filtration and dead end filtration.
CROSS-FLOW vs. DEAD END FILTRATION

The distinction between cross-flow and dead end (also known as through-flow) filtration can be better
understood if we first analyze the mechanism of retention. The efficiency of cross-flow filtration is largely dependent
on the ability of the membrane to perform an effective surface filtration, especially where suspended or colloidal
particles are involved. Table shows the advantages and versatility of cross-flow filtration in meeting a broad range of
filtration objectives.

[1]-[3][6]

Figure illustrates the differences in separation mechanisms of CFF versus dead end

filtration.
High recirculation rates ensure higher cross-flow velocities (and hence Reynold’s number) past the membrane
surface which promotes turbulence and increases the rate of redispersion of retained solids in the bulk feed. This is
helpful in controlling the concentration polarization layer. It may be of interest to note that polarization is controlled
essentially by cross-flow velocity and not very much by the average transmembrane pressure (ATP). It should also be
noted that higher particle or molecular diffusivity under the influence of high shear can enhance the filtration rates.
Since diffusivity values of rigid particles (MF) under turbulent conditions are typically much higher than those for
colloidal particles or dissolved macromolecules (UF) microfiltration rates tend to be much higher than ultrafiltration
rates under similar conditions. [5]
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Figure. Schematic of cross-flow filtration
Table : Cross-Flow Filtration: Key Advantages
Process Goal
Ability to handle wide variations in

Cross-flow Filtration

Dead end Filtration

Excellent

Generally poor

Excellent

Poor or unacceptable

Continuous concentration with recycle. Excellent

Poor or unacceptable

particle size
Ability to handle wide variations in
solids concentration

Can minimize waste if handling low
Waste minimization

Superior

solids feed where cartridge disposal
is infrequent.
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Excellent;
Performance is generally acceptable
High product purity or yield

but may require diafiltration to

except in situations involving high

overcome excessive flux loss at

solids or adsorptive fouling.

higher recovery.

Figure. Cross-flow versus dead end filtration

On the other hand, in dead end filtration the retention is achieved by particle or gel layer buildup on the
membrane and in the pores of the medium such as when a depth type filter is used. This condition is analogous to that
encountered in packed-bed geometries.
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In dead end filtration, the applied pressure drives the entire feed through the membrane filter producing a
filtrate which is typically particle free while the separated particles form a filter cake. The feed and filtrate travel
concurrently along the length of the filter generating one product stream for every feed. In CFF, one feed generates
two product streams, retentate and permeate. Per pass recovery in through -flow mode is almost 100% (since only the
solids are removed) whereas in the cross-flow mode the per pass recovery typically does not exceed 20% and is often
in the 1 to 5% range. Recirculation of retentate is thus necessary to increase the total recovery at the expense of higher
energy costs.
As the filtration progresses, the filter cake becomes increasingly thicker which results in a reduced filtration
rate (at a constant transmembrane pressure). When the flow or transmembrane pressure (depending on the control
strategy) approaches a limiting value, the filtration must be interrupted in order to clean or replace the membrane
filter. This discontinuous mode of operation can be a major disadvantage when handling process streams with a
relatively high solid content.
Cross-flow filtration can overcome this handicap by efficient fluid management to control the
thickness of the concentration-polarization layer. Thus, feed streams with solid loading higher than 1 wt. % may be
better suited for CFF whereas feed streams containing less than 0.5 wt. % solids may be adequately served by dead
end filtration. However, if the retained solids constitute the product to be recovered or when the nature of solids is the
cause of increased fouling, cross-flow filtration should be considered. CFF is also the preferred mode when particle
size or molecular weight distribution is an important consideration, such as in the separation of enzymes, antibiotics,
proteins and polysaccharides from microbial cell mass, colloidal matter and oily emulsions. Tubular cross-flow filters
are being used to continuously concentrate relatively rigid solids upto 70 wt.% and up to 20 wt.% with gelatinous
materials.
4. Explain the theory of centrifugations.
The solids-liquid separation process can be accomplished by filtration or centrifugation. Centrifuges magnify
the force of gravity to separate phases, solids from liquids or one liquid from another. There are two general types of
centrifuges.
Sedimentation Centrifuges – where heavy phase settles out from a lighter phase, therefore requiring a density
difference and
Filtering Centrifuges – Where the solid phase is retained by a medium like a filtercloth, for example, that allows the
liquid phase to pass through.
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Theory
Centrifuges operate on the principle that a mass spinning about a central axis at a fixed distance is acted upon
by a force. The force exerted on any mass I equivalent to the weight of the mass times its acceleration rate in the
direction of the force.

Equation (1)

F = ma

Where

m = mass
a = acceleration rate
F = force
This acceleration rate is zero without a force acting upon it, however, it will retain a certain velocity, v if
forced to move in a circular path, a vector velocity v/r exists as its direction is continually changing.
Equation (2)

ac = v v/r

Where
ac = centrifugal acceleration
Equation (3)

ac = w2r
v = velocity
r = radius
w = angular velocity

should a mass be rotated within a cylinder, the resulting force at the cylinder wall is called a centrifugal force, Fc.
equation (4)

Fc = mw2r
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is the centripetal force. this is the force required to keep the mass on its circular path.
If a cylindrical bowl holding a slurry is left to stand, the solids will settle out under the force of 1 g or gravity.
By spinning the bowl the solids will settle under the influence of the centrifugal force generated as well as the force of
gravity which is now negligible. Solids will collect at the wall a liquid layer on top. This is an example of a
sedimentation in a sold bowl system.
By performing the bowl or basket and placing a filtercloth on the inside wall, one has now modeled a filtering
centrifuge similar in principle to an ordinary household washing machine.
This amplification of the force of gravity is commonly referred to as the number of g’s. The
centrifugal acceleration (a c) referenced to g is w2r/g which is given by the equation.
Equation (6)

Relative Centrifugal Force (G) = 1.42  10-5 n2 Di

Where

n = speed in revolutions/minutes
Di = diameter of the bowl in inches
The driving force for separation is a function of the square of the rotational speed and the diameter of the
bowl; however, there are restrictions in the design of centrifuges that will limit these variables.
An empty rotating centrifuge will exhibit a stress in the bowl called a self-stress, Ss.
Equation (7)



Ss = w2 ri2 m

Where
w = angular velocity
ri = radius of the bowl
m = density of the bowl material
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The ontents of the bowl also generate a stress or pressure on the inner wall of the bowl. Assuming the radius
of the bowl (r i) is equal to the outer radius of the bowl contents (r 2), we have
Equation (8)
t = thickness of the bowl
c = density of contents of the bowl
r1 = inner radius of the bowl contents (solids and liquid)
r2 = outer radius of the bowl contents (solids and liquid)
the total stress in the bowl wall is :
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With Di = 2r i and in common units.

Equation (9)
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Increasing the bowl speed and its diameter increases the g force, but also increases the self and the stress
induced by the process bowl. The design is, therefore, really limited by the material of construction available,
however, for a given bowl stress, the centrifugal acceleration is an inverse function of bowl diameter. For example,
doubling the rotational sped, ad having the bowl diameter, doubles the acceleration while keeping the total stress
relatively constant. It is for this reason that the smallest diameter centrifuges operate at the highest g forces. Tubular
centrifuges operate at 2-5 inches diameter with g forces over 60,000. disk centrifuges operate at 7-24 inches at 14,000
to 5500 g’s, while continuous decanter centrifuges with helical conveyors are designed with bowl diameters of 6-54
inches and g forces of 5,500 – 700 g’s. filtering centrifuges with diameters of 12 to 108 inches have corresponding g
forces of 2000 to 260.
5. Explain continuous decanter centrifuges with a neat diagram.
CONTINUOUS DECANTER CENTRIFUGES (WITH CONVEYOR)
Typical applications in fermentation are thick fermentation broths with high solids concentrations where a
relatively drier cake is required. However, protein precipitate can not be sedimented and animal cell debries, due to
their slimy nature, can render scrolling ineffective.
Solids and liquid are discharged continuously in this type of design which can process coarse particles that
would blind the discharge system and disks of disk bowl machines. The principle of operation is shown in fig.1.
This unit, often referred to as a decanter, is constructed with a conical bowl and an internal rotating scroll
conveyor to propel solids or beach them along the inclined wall bowl to then be discharged.
The scroll rotates slower than the bowl at a differential speed of 1/20 to 1/60 of the bowl speed, this
differential speed causes translation of the solids along the bowl. Particularly, soft solids can be conveyed with low
conveyor differential speeds should higher differential speeds cause resuspensions. Units will have g forces up to 6000
and range in diameter from 6” to 48” (1). The solids discharge outlet is usually smaller than the liquid discharge outlet
at the opposite end.
By varying the liquid discharge outlet size the pool level or depth of the pond can be controlled. The lower the
level, the greater the length of the dry beach section. These units operate below their critical speeds between fixed
bearings attached to a rigid frame. Mechanical seals are available for pressure operation up to 150 psig. Operation
temperatures are from -87o C to +260o C.
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Fig. Solid Bowl Decanter
Maintenance
Bearings are the primary concern in this design, however, lifetime will depend upon the service and hours of
operation. Abrasive materials can cause excessive wear along the feed zone, the conveyor leading to the beach, and
the solids-discharge ports. Refacing with replaceable hard surfacing materials such as Hastelloy or tungsten may be
required. [1]
A variation on this design is screening bowl machine. After the solids have been pulled form the pool of the
liquid they will pass under a section of a wedge – bar screen to allow for additional dewatering as well as washing the
solids more effectively. This design can of course only be used with particles of 80-100 microns or great as smaller
solids will pass into the effluent.
6. Explain Disc centrifuges with a neat diagram.
Disk centrifuges
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Applications for the disk centrifuge (Fig.) can overlap the continuous decanter, but will typically be lower in solids
concentration and often finer in particles. Examples are:

1. Cell harvesting, broth clarification for recovery of antibiotics and hormones from the culture medium, for
example, mycelia
2. Fractionation of human blood plasma
3. Separation of microorganisms and their fragments when processing fermentation products such as: bakers
yeast, single cell proteins, vaccines, amino acids and enzymes
4. Isolation and purification of cell proteins
5. Bacterial cells (E Coli) for enzymatic deacylation of penicillin G
6. Mammalian cells

Fig. Disk – bowl centrifuge
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Operation
Solid wall disk centrifuges were designed initially as cream separators. It is a solid bowl design containing a
set of stacked disks.
Bowl diameters in a standard disk centrifuge range from 7 to 24 inches and centrifuge g-force of 14,200 to
5,500. A continuous nozzle discharge centrifuge has diameters from 10 to 30 inches and g-forces of 14,200 to 4,600.
The unit rotates on a vertical shaft as slurry is introduce and pumped down a central pipe beneath the disk stack in
close proximity to the bowl wall. The slurry then flows into the disks as particles settle on the underside of the slurry
then flows into the disks as particles settle on the underside of the inclined disks and slide to collect along the bowl
wall liquid continuous to move upwards until it overflows a weir and exits the unit.
In a manual design, the bowl is one piece and the system must be stopped and opened upto discharge the
collected solids. In a continuous operation, such as wall-valve- discharge centrifuge, the bowl is made of two cones a
top and a bottom, which periodically separate to release the solids at full rotational speed.
In a nozzle discharge centrifuge, the bowl is a solid, two – cone design. Orifices are located along the
maximum diameter to allow solids to flow continuously Liquid loss must be minimized and orifice sizes are therefore
closely matched to the solids capacities. Thickened solids can be recycled to satisfy nozzle flow to maintain a dry
effluent. This also circumvents plugging when using larger than usual orifices.
Solids concentrations can range from 15 to 50%. For smaller machines where solids content varies, the
intermediate solids discharge design (wall-valve), is preferred. Solids must be of wet toothpaste consistency to flow
from these types of disk machines. With the intermittent discharge, however, the solids can be wetter as it is
mechanically feasible to open and close the bowl quickly enough to avoid liquid passage.
7. Explain pressure added centrifugation with a neat diagram.
PRESSURE-ADDED CENTRIFUGATION
It is more efficient to mechanically dewater solids than thermally, due to costly energy requirements. Filters
such as pressure or vacuum units are used for solids/liquid separation, providing high forces to drive the liquid
through the cake. Recently, equipment designed to combine both centrifugation and pressurization has lead to
increased dewatering of solids beyond what either process would do alone.
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Figure. Inverting filter centrifuge with pressurization
A centrifugal field achieves mechanical separation of slurries by emptying the liquid in the capillaries between
the solids. Larger particles will exhibit faster drainage of these capillaries.
Liquid in the interstices of the solids is retained due to high capillary forces in the micron pores and cracks in
the particle. These capillary forces are so high that they can only be removed thermally. This contributes to a certain
capillary height of liquid that is independent of the packed bed weight. After dewatering for an extended time, an
equilibrium point is reached. Only changing the driving force by increasing centrifugal force will overcome and
reduce this equilibrium saturation point. Product with a smaller particle size distribution will have higher capillary
forces and thus a higher equilibrium saturation point. Product with a smaller particle size distribution will have higher
capillary forces and thus a higher equilibrium saturation point or residual moisture.
By addition of the driving force pressure, or pressure differential across the packed bed, additional liquid is
forced through the capillaries below the equilibrium saturation point, thus reducing the residual moisture. Initial
pressurization of the basket alone, thus avoiding pressurizing the entire centrifuge, can decrease final dewatering steps
by as much as 80%. By blowing through the cake at a certain temperature, volume of gas, and pressure, drying will be
achieved. Products that are crystalline and easy to filter can be dried in a relatively short period of time, not adding
significantly to the overall cycle. Difficult filtering, amorphous materials may see overall cycle times reduced or
products previously wet and sticky now easily handled at lower moisture levels going into a dryer. Downstream
drying equipment can then be reduced in size, or possible eliminated.
The Inverting Filter with Pressure-Added Centrifugation has proved to dry products to 0.008% residual
moisture using hot gas. With heated gas, it is possible to break the upper surface of the moisture film, aiding in
dewatering, or to dry or strip solvents. Steam washing can reduce wash quantities required.

